Chart Notes:
'MUHURTA BIJA' OF TAT TVAM ASI PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST.
TOB=2.57AM, PUSHYA NAKSHATRA,
VRISHCHIKA LAGNA IS VARGOTTAME, NAVAMSHA DC HAS STRONG PLANETS WHICH ARE FBs IN angular houses.
The Mo as the IXH Lord is very powerful, aspected by two strong FBs, which are spiritual, the Su and Ju.
the chart shows enormous courage, and enormous initiative.
birth on a THursday, Tithi Krishna Pratipada, so the Mo is exceptionally strong.
The Muhurta Chart also has extraordinary emotional intelligence, it is exceptionally God-Blessed.
The Chart has a Raja Yoga between the IXH Lord, the Mo and the XH Lord the Su, and considering these two as Royal Planets, the Raja Yoga will bear fruit, especially because it is repeated in the Navamsha DC.
Panchamsha[D5 DC], Ekadasamsha [D11 DC], Chaturvimshamsha[D24 DC] are good, apart from the Navamsha DC.